Purpose: To describe a Bayesian network (BN) and complementary visualization tool that aim to support decision-making during online cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)-based imageguided radiotherapy (IGRT) for prostate cancer patients. Methods: The BN was created to represent relationships between observed prostate, proximal seminal vesicle (PSV), bladder and rectum volume variations, an image feature alignment score (FAS-TV_OAR ), delivered dose, and treatment plan compliance (TPC). Variables influencing tumor volume (TV) targeting accuracy such as intrafraction motion, and contouring and couch shift errors were also represented. A score of overall TPC (FAS global ) and factors such as image quality were used to inform the BN output node providing advice about proceeding with treatment. The BN was quantified using conditional probabilities generated from published studies, FAS TV_OAR/global modeling, and a survey of IGRT decision-making practices. A new IGRT visualization tool (IGRT REV ), in the form of Mollweide projection plots, was developed to provide a global summary of residual errors after online CBCT-planning CT registration. Sensitivity and scenario analyses were undertaken to evaluate the performance of the BN and the relative influence of the network variables on TPC and the decision to proceed with treatment. The IGRT REV plots were evaluated in conjunction with the BN scenario testing, using additional test data generated from retrospective CBCT-planning CT soft-tissue registrations for 13/36 patients whose data were used in the FAS TV_OAR/global modeling. Results: Modeling of the TV targeting errors resulted in a very low probability of corrected distances between the CBCT and planning CT prostate or PSV volumes being within their thresholds. Strength of influence evaluation with and without the BN TV targeting error nodes indicated that rectum-and bladder-related network variables had the highest relative importance. When the TV targeting error nodes were excluded from the BN, TPC was sensitive to observed PSV and rectum variations while the decision to treat was sensitive to observed prostate and PSV variations. When root nodes were set so the PSV and rectum variations exceeded thresholds, the probability of low TPC increased to 40%. Prostate and PSV variations exceeding thresholds increased the likelihood of repositioning or repeating patient preparation to 43%. Scenario testing using the test data from 13 patients, demonstrated two cases where the BN provided increased high TPC probabilities, despite some of the prostate and PSV volume variation metrics not being within tolerance. The IGRT REV tool was effective in highlighting and quantifying where TV and OAR variations occurred, supporting the BN recommendation to reposition the patient or repeat their bladder and bowel preparation. In another case, the IGRT REV tool was also effective in highlighting where PSV volume variation significantly exceeded tolerance when the BN had indicated to proceed with treatment. Conclusions: This study has demonstrated that both the BN and IGRT REV plots are effective tools for inclusion in a decision support system for online CBCT-based IGRT for prostate cancer patients. Alternate approaches to modeling TV targeting errors need to be explored as well as extension of the BN to support offline IGRT decisions related to adaptive radiotherapy.
INTRODUCTION
Image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is an increasingly complex process. In the online environment, imaging data need to be analyzed and acted upon within a few minutes by radiation therapists (RTs) and radiation oncologists (ROs). During online cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)-based IGRT, two observers are required to manually scroll through multiple image slices to visually check the CBCT-planning CT registrations used to apply couch shift corrections prior to treatment delivery. 1, 2 Numerous online image matching optimization strategies are used 3, 4 and setup correction algorithms have been proposed. 5, 6 They aim to promote effective and efficient online IGRT practices when daily positioning and tumor volume (TV) and organ at risk (OAR) variations are observed. Li et al. 7 found that the average time taken to perform online CBCT-based IGRT increased over a 4-yr period. They hypothesize that increased decision times may be due to an increasing focus on critical analysis. More effective tools are required in the online environment to support efficient decision-making.
Bayesian networks (BNs) are effective decision support tools. They can provide advice on multiple outcomes of interest and are well suited to modeling complex processes such as IGRT. BNs consist of a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with nodes representing key factors or variables influencing an outcome of interest and directional arrows showing their relationships. 8 A common approach is to discretize each node into a smaller number of states (e.g., Yes/No, High/Medium/ Low, <30, 30-50, >50). Node states are user-defined and may be based on expert opinion or criteria from accepted standards of practice. 9 Conditional probability tables (CPTs) are then used to quantify the likelihood of a node's state, given the state of its parent nodes. CPTs can be modeled using data from published studies, experimental data or clinical observations, and expert opinion. Bayes theorem 10 is applied to the quantified network so that when root node states are set, top-down evaluation or scenario testing is facilitated. Setting the state of a target node, representing an outcome of interest, allows for bottom-up assessment of required system or process improvements.
BNs have been developed for assessing radiotherapyrelated patient outcomes, including local control of lung cancers, 11 lung cancer patient 2-yr survival post-radiotherapy 12 and exploring biophysical pathways leading to radiation pneumonitis. 13 BNs have also been created to support decision-making when designing patient specific treatments 14, 15 as well as improving detection of errors in radiotherapy treatment plan review procedures 16 and as part of an error detection system for delivery of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT). 17 The increasing use of BNs demonstrates their effectiveness in modeling the complexity associated with radiotherapy practices and outcomes. To our knowledge, a BN has not been previously developed to support IGRT decision-making. This paper presents a BN developed for online CBCT-based prostate IGRT decision-making.
Methods used to measure and display TV and OAR differences in interfraction variation and interobserver contouring studies offer potential solutions for supporting more precise analysis of interfraction variation in the online IGRT environment. [18] [19] [20] A tool that facilitates this, as well as providing a global visualization of residual errors before and after CBCTplanning CT registration, has many advantages over current time-consuming approaches that rely on manually scrolling through multiple image slices. The use of Mollweide projection plots, previously reported by Oh et al. 20 to determine directional spatial differences between planned and daily treatment volumes, is also presented as a new visualization tool of residual errors (IGRT REV ) that complements the probabilistic advice provided by the BN.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Prior to development of the BN presented in this paper, a generalized conceptual model for online and offline IGRT decision-making was derived from the results of process analysis and a systematic literature review, then reviewed by clinical experts. 21 The model structure supported the development of an object oriented BN (OOBN), where submodels represent complex processes with multiple outcomes of interest. Institutional ethics approval (Hospital: HREC/14/QPAH/ 74, University: 1400000325) was then obtained to (a) survey RTs and ROs from a local radiotherapy department on their prostate IGRT practices and to (b) conduct the retrospective dosimetric evaluation of online image matching practices. The survey and dosimetric evaluation were conducted to obtain data for the modeling of an image feature alignment score (FAS) for CBCT-based online IGRT (C. Hargrave, T. Deegan, M Poulsen, T. Bednarz, F. Harden and K. Mengersen, unpublished results). The rationale for developing the FAS was to simplify the conceptual model.
Twenty-five RTs and seven ROs participated in workshops where they reviewed prostate CBCT-IGRT case examples and completed a paper-based survey of image feature matching practices. Participants were asked to highlight and label features that corresponded to those they visually inspected and aligned when they performed CBCT-planning CT registration during online IGRT. Participants were then required to rank features with respect to optimizing TV targeting, if all of the features highlighted on the CT images could not be aligned due to organ rotation and deformations. Finally participants were asked to specify image feature alignment differences after CBCT-to-planning CT registration that would require patient repositioning or repeat bladder and bowel preparation, instead of applying couch corrections and proceeding with treatment.
The retrospective dosimetric analysis of online image matching practices used the planning and IGRT data of 36 prostate cancer patients, acquired for a previous study. 22 These patient were treated to >70 Gy to the prostate AE the proximal seminal vesicles (PSV). Five or seven field intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) plans were retrospectively generated with a uniform 7 mm planning target volume (PTV) margin. CBCTs from a randomly selected treatment fraction were imported into the treatment planning system, contoured, and then registered with the planning CT to replicate treatment field positioning in the patient prior to online IGRT. A soft-tissue registration was then performed. This registration was guided by a consensus of practice for preferential feature matching determined from RO and RT survey responses. CBCT volumes were then mapped to the planning CT to facilitate simulation of delivered dose to the prostate, PSV, bladder, and rectum. The simulated delivered dose derived from the CBCT-planning CT registrations were then compared with planned doses and these data were used to model the FAS. An additional CBCT for 13 of the 36 patients was imported in the treatment planning system, contoured and registered with their planning CT to provide test cases for evaluating the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive power of the FAS.
2.A. BN structure
The submodels of the generalized conceptual IGRT decision-making model 21 relating to online IGRT were modified for CBCT-based IGRT for patients with localized prostate cancer to incorporate the FAS. The GeNie software, available from BayesFusion, LLC, http://www.bayesfusion.com/, was used to create a DAG (Fig. 1) for online IGRT decision-making with two target nodes, Online IGRT Decision and Treatment Plan Compliance. The Online IGRT Decision target node provides advice on whether to proceed with treatment delivery ("Treat"), reposition or repeat bladder and bowel preparation ("Re-pos_Image"), re-image the patient ("Re_Im-age"), or consult the RO (Consult_RO"). The Treatment Plan Compliance target node is the probability that delivered dose to the patient, given treatment field targeting after online image matching and observed TV and OAR deformations, is as per the treatment plan. The Treatment Plan Compliance node as a separate target node, not connected to the Online IGRT Decision target node, facilitates its connection to previous treatment fraction estimates of treatment plan compliance (TPC). This would be utilized if the online IGRT BN were to be extended to support offline IGRT systematic reviews and plan adaption decisions.
The Treatment Plan Compliance target node is informed by four submodels assessing the probability of the planned dose being delivered to the prostate, PSV, bladder, and rectum. The Dose Delivered Pros, Dose Delivered PSV, Dose Delivered Bladd, and Dose Delivered Rect nodes of the submodels are child nodes for online IGRT It is well established that various factors will have a negative impact on the accuracy of TV targeting during online IGRT. Nodes representing these factors are included in the submodels assessing the probability of delivering planned dose to the prostate and PSV (Fig. 1) . The Elapsed Time and Intrafraction Variation Pros/PSV nodes represent the probability of localization errors resulting from prostate and seminal vesicle intrafraction motion, given elapsed time from image acquisition, which influence the Image Position Difference Pros/PSV nodes. As calculation of the volume variation metrics used to calculate the FAS Pros , and FAS PSV is dependent on contouring the prostate and PSV on CBCT images, Segmentation Accuracy Pros/PSV nodes are included to account for segmentation errors. The Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV nodes are dependent on the intrafraction motion and image segmentation error nodes. The Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV estimates the probability that the observed distance metric (Observed Distance Metric Pros/PSV) will vary given intrafraction motion with respect to elapsed time, segmentation accuracy, and the accuracy of the couch shifts (Accuracy Couch Shift_3D).
Finally, the Online IGRT Decision target node is dependent on the global FAS (FAS global ), indicative of overall TPC, as well as nodes representative of rules guiding departmental IGRT practice. The FAS Global node represents the probability of the calculated FAS global score, given the calculated FAS Pros , FAS PSV , FAS Bladd, and FAS Rect . Modeling of a weighted function that sums the calculated TV and OAR FAS scores (C. Hargrave, T. Deegan, M Poulsen, T. Bednarz, F.
Harden and K. Mengersen, unpublished results), determined that a low score after online image matching, FAS global < 60, indicates the prostate and PSV will not receive 95% of their prescribed dose to 99% of their volume (V95%). A medium score, 60 < FAS global > 80, indicates that at least the prostate and PSV will receive V95%. A high score, FAS global > 80, indicates that all TV and OAR planned doses will be delivered. Details of the function for calculating the FAS global score are provided as Supporting Information (Eq. S3, Table  S2 ). The Times Imaged, Image Quality, Patient Compliance, and XRT Technique nodes are deterministic rather than probabilistic. This facilitates implementation in the BN of the rulesbased approach for various technical and patient compliance issues that also influence clinical IGRT decision-making in addition to CBCT and planning CT image feature alignment.
2.B. CPT modeling
CPTs for the BN were generated using evidence from the literature, the expert opinion of clinicians obtained from the survey of prostate IGRT practices and clinical data used in the modeling of the online IGRT FAS TV_OAR and FAS global . All CPT modeling was performed using the R statistical software (https://www.r-project.org/).
2.B.1. Treatment plan compliance
The CPTs for the Observed Distance Metric, Volume Metric, FAS, and Dose Delivered nodes were determined using data from the retrospective dosimetric evaluation of online CBCT image matching practices and modeling of the FAS TV_OAR and FAS global . Delivered dose to the prostate, PSV, bladder, and rectum CBCT volumes was simulated to determine TPC. The frequencies of observed volume variation metrics, the FAS for each TV and OAR and FAS global were calculated based on the soft-tissue registration for all 36 patients and used to calculate CPTs for the relevant BN nodes.
Observed Distance Metric, Volume Metric, FAS, and Dose Delivered node states were defined using the thresholds predictive of TPC determined as part of the FAS modeling process. Observed Distance Metric and Volume Metric node states highly predictive of TPC are ≥0.80 Dice similarity coefficient (DICE) and ≤8 mm maximum Hausdorff distance (HD max ) for the prostate, ≥0.60 DICE and ≤8 mm HD max for the PSV, ≥0.88 normalized volume (ndvol), ≥À5 mm mean anterior difference (AntDiff mean ) and ≥À13.5 mm superior difference (SupDiff) for the bladder, and >1.0 ndvol and ≤1 mm AntDiff mean for the rectum. FAS nodes states ≥0 are predictive of the planned dose being delivered to each TV or OAR. The states of the Dose Delivered nodes are "Yes" or "No" that the simulated delivered dose to each TV or OAR was within 5% of the planned dose. The Treatment Plan Compliance node state "High" indicates that the planned dose will be delivered for all TV and OAR, while "Med" indicates that at least the prostate and PSV will receive the planned V95%, while "Low" indicates that both the prostate and PSV will not receive the planned V95%. 
2.B.2. Online IGRT decision
The FAS Global node states of "MedHigh ≥ 60" and "Low < 60" reflect that the online IGRT decision is the same for a high and medium vs a low calculated FAS global . The FAS Global CPT was determined from the frequency of the calculated FAS global values, given the simulated delivered dose data from the retrospective dosimetric evaluation of CBCT-planning CT soft-tissue registrations. The states of the Times Imaged node (Times_1/Times_2) are based on results from the prostate IGRT practice survey. There was consensus among participants that repeat imaging should not be performed more than once in a single treatment fraction for 3D conformal or IMRT treatments. Node states for Image Quality (Adequate/Inadequate), Patient Compliance (Good/Poor), and XRT Technique (stereotactic body radiotherapy-SABR/ volumetric modulated arc radiotherapy-VMAT/IMRT/Conformal) were based on discussion points generated from expert review of the conceptual model. 21 The Online IGRT Decision CPT was generated by assigning a probability of 99% to the optimal decision (Treat/Re-image/Re-position_-image/Consult RO) for different states of its parent nodes, with 1% probability distributed evenly across the remaining suboptimal decisions states.
2.B.3. TV targeting error
The CPTs of the root and parent nodes of Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV were determined using data sourced from published studies, as local data were not available. Determining CPTs from published studies required random sampling from appropriate distributions to create simulated observations from which conditional probabilities could be derived. If data were reported as a proportion of observations above or below a value of interest then sampling was based on a binominal distribution, with probability of success equal to the percentage of observations above or below the value of interest. If data reported as a mean (l) and standard deviation (r) was not specified as being normally distributed, then different simulated distributions based on the reported l and r were trialed until a plot of the simulated data replicated a plot of the published data. It should also be noted that due to a paucity of seminal vesicle intrafraction motion data reported in the required format to quantify the relevant nodes, widely available prostate intrafraction motion data were used to quantify relevant nodes for both the prostate and PSV.
The Elapsed Time node was quantified using data from Li et al.'s 7 study evaluating image assessment decision times for CBCT-based IGRT. Time from image acquisition to application of couch shifts was calculated for 117,301 CBCTs from 4592 patients across 13 disease sites. The states of the Elapsed Time node were defined as >5/≤5 min based on Kron et al.'s 23 study reporting a departmental policy that image analysis time should be <5 min. The probability of image analysis time >5 min was simulated using Li et al. 's 7 reported image assessment decision time data that followed a lognormal distribution, l = 4.2 s and r = 0.6 s. The Intrafraction Variation Pros/PSV node states (>3/≤3 mm) were determined and quantified based on Keall 24 and 80%. 25 The first step in CPT modeling for the Image Position Difference Pros/PSV nodes required estimation of prostate motion with respect to (wrt) time. This was achieved using 3D vector displacements derived from EM transponders (Shelton et al. 26 ) and intermittent imaging during treatment delivery (Langsenlehner et al. 27 ). A cubic regression model best fitted the 3D vector displacement wrt time data from the two studies Eq. (1). 
Expected displacement (ŷ) was then calculated at 5-s intervals from 5 s to 500 s. Ten random draws for each of the 100 time points were generated from a normal distribution, l = 0 and r = 0.58, with r derived from the residual standard error for Eq. (1). When added toŷ, a total of 1100 samples of 3D vector displacement wrt time inclusive of random error ((ŷ + e)|time) were generated (Fig. 2) . The final step in modeling the CPTs for the Image Position Difference Pros/PSV nodes required representation of the probability of prostate intrafraction motion independent of time as a binomial response, A. 1100 random draws were generated where, if prostate intrafraction motion ≤3 mm, A = 1 and if >3 mm, A = 0. The CPTs for the Image Position Difference Pros/PSV nodes were then determined by grouping corresponding (ŷ + e)|time and binomial response A simulated data by elapsed time >5/≤5 min.
Gardner et al.'s 28 study measuring manual and auto-segmentation variability on planning CT and CBCT images was used to quantify the Segmentation Accuracy Pros/PSV nodes as well as determine its states, contouring error >2/≤2 mm. The first step in CPT modeling for the Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV nodes required the generation of 1100 random samples from a normal distribution l = 1.66 mm and r = 0.7 mm, based on Gardner et al.'s observations of prostate contouring error. These data were then added to the (ŷ + e)|time values generated to model 3D vector displacement wrt time to provide a simulated distribution inclusive of contouring and intrafraction motion displacement errors. Next the probability of Imaged Position Difference was converted to a binomial response, B. If Imaged Position Difference motion ≤3 mm, B = 1 and if >3 mm, B = 0. Finally, CPT modeling for the Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV nodes was determined by grouping corresponding binomial response B and contouring error simulated data by total contouring and intrafraction error >3/≤3 mm.
The directional translation data from Li et al.'s 29 study assessing couch shift accuracy were used to calculate 3D vector couch shift errors to quantify the Couch Shift Accuracy_3D node with states >1/≤1 mm. The CPTs for the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes were generated by first adding 1100 random samples from the normally distributed (l = 0.648, r = 0.2823) 3D vector couch shift errors and 1100 random samples from the distribution of observed prostate and PSV HD max values to the simulated total error data used to generate the CPT for the Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV nodes. This resulted in a simulated distribution inclusive of all targeting errors. Next the probability of Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV was converted to a binomial response, C. If Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV ≤3 mm, C = 1 and if >3 mm, C = 0. Finally CPT modeling for the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes was determined by grouping corresponding binomial response C, couch shift error and observed prostate and PSV HD max simulated data, by total targeting error >8/≤8 mm.
2.C. Online IGRT visualization tool (IGRT REV ) development
Oh et al.'s 20 method for measuring directional interfraction variation of gynecological tumors using Mollweide projections was investigated as an online IGRT tool for precisely measuring and visualizing daily differences from the planning CT. Oh et al.'s 20 method was adapted by first projecting a dense point cloud of either the planned TV or OAR onto a sphere. The distance between corresponding points on the sphere and the original planned volume was then calculated. The spherical reference deformation map was then unfolded into a 2D plot using Mollweide projections [ Figs. 3(a)-3(c) ].
The longitudinal (k) and latitude (φ) coordinates of the sphere were transformed into rectangular x and y coordinates via Eqs. (2)-(4).
where R = radius of the sphere to be projected, h = auxillary angle related to φ by Eq. (4) (solved using the Newton-Raphson method). This process was then repeated with the CBCT volume relative to the planning volume, either preonline or post online matching [ Figs. 3(d)-3(f) ]. The CBCT Mollweide plot was then subtracted from the planning volume Mollweide plot to obtain the difference between the surfaces of the planning and CBCT volumes, again for either pre or post CBCT-planning soft-tissue registration (Mollweide diff ). Subdividing the Mollweide diff x and y coordinates into 45°intervals [Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) ] facilitates precise measurement of directional differences between the planning and CBCT volume that is then able to be summarized via descriptive statistics. Both the summarized Mollweide diff data and plots form the basis of the IGRT REV tool.
2.D. BN sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed to assess that the BN correctly represents realistic behavior. 31 Three assessments were undertaken. First strength of influence evaluation was performed with and without the BN TV targeting error nodes, to identify the relative importance of the network variables. Second, using the network without the BN TV targeting error nodes, GeNie's sensitivity analysis tool was employed to obtain a sensitivity score for each network node when either the Treatment Plan Compliance or Online IGRT Decision nodes were set as the BN's target node. Third, states of the observed volume variation metric root nodes were then set to 100%, one by one, while keeping all the other factors fixed, 32 and the posterior probabilities of each target node were compared.
2.E. BN and visualization tool (IGRT REV ) scenario testing
A range of scenarios was evaluated by instantiating the relevant nodes using observed volume variation metrics and FAS calculations from the test CBCT-planning CT registration cases generated for 13 of the 36 patients whose data were used in the FAS TV_OAR/global modeling. A confusion matrix was used to assess BN accuracy. Expert rankings of TPC based on the dosimetric evaluation of delivered dose and calculations of FAS global for the CBCT-planning CT registrations were compared with BN predictions of TPC and recommended online IGRT decisions. IGRT REV outputs for the CBCT-planning CT registration test cases, including summary Mollweide diff data and plots, were reviewed in conjunction with the BN posterior probabilities for the Treatment Plan Compliance and Online IGRT Decision nodes.
RESULTS

3.A. BN sensitivity analysis
The conditional probabilities under standard conditions (i.e., the prior probabilities when no node states have been set) of the BN, with TV targeting error nodes included, are shown in Fig. 4 . The probability of Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV being ≤8 mm was essentially zero, given the CPTs of the Accurate Localisation Pros/PSV and Observed Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes. The CPTs for the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes were derived by adding the simulated data combining the effects of intrafraction motion, segmentation error, and precision error of the automated couch shift after online image matching to the observed prostate and PSV distance data (Fig. 5) . Strength of influence evaluation indicated that Observed Distance Metric Rect, FAS Bladd, FAS Global, Elapsed Time, and Image Quality were the five nodes that most influenced connecting nodes.
The conditional probabilities of the BN under standard conditions, without the TV targeting error and Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes, are shown in Fig. 6 . When the TV targeting error nodes were excluded from the BN, Observed Distance Metric Rect, FAS Bladd, FAS Global, Image Quality, and Observed Distance Metric Bladd1 (the anterior bladder difference) were the five nodes that most influenced connecting nodes. The GeNie sensitivity analysis tool calculated the highest sensitivity score for the Observed Distance Metric Rect root node followed by Volume Metric PSV when Treatment Plan Compliance was set as the network target node. The Observed Distance Metric Pros root node had the highest sensitivity score followed by the Volume Metric PSV when Online IGRT Decision was set as the BN target node. Table I was set to 100% one by one. For this final step in the BN sensitivity analysis, the states of the Times Imaged "Times_1", Image Quality "Adequate", Patient Compliance "Good", and XRT Technique "IMRT" deterministic nodes were set to 100%, representing ideal technical and patient compliance conditions. This was done so that the influence of the various volume variation metrics on the posterior probabilities of the Treatment Plan Compliance and Online IGRT Decision nodes could be examined. The prior probability for Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" was 29%, "Med" was 67%, and "High" was 4% (Fig. 6) . Setting the Observed Distance Metric Rect and Volume Metric PSV node states to values within acceptable FAS volume variation thresholds resulted in the largest differences between Treatment Plan Compliance prior and posterior probabilities. For example "Low" reduced 5%, "Med" increased 5%, and "High" 2% when the anterior rectum difference is ≤1 mm, while "Low" reduced 4%, "Med" increased 4% and "High" increased 1% when PSV DICE ≥ 0.60. However, when both the PSV and rectum FAS variation thresholds were exceeded, the posterior probability of Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" increased from 29% to 40%.
The prior probability for Online IGRT Decision "Consult_RO" was 0%, "Re_pos_image" was 29%, "Re-image" was 0%, and "Treat" was 71% (Fig. 6) . As mentioned previously, these prior probabilities are conditional on the first image taken having sufficient image quality and the patient complying with all bladder and bowel preparation procedures and being treated with IMRT. As a result the "Consult_RO" and "Re-image" posterior probabilities remained at 0%, reflecting rules guiding clinical practice. For example, the RO would only be consulted if a low FAS global was calculated after a second CBCT image had been taken if patient repositioning or repeat bladder and bowel preparation was required. Likewise, if the CBCT image quality was adequate, then repeat imaging would not be required.
When each of the states of the TV and OAR volume variation root node was set to 100% one by one, the largest differences between Online IGRT Decision prior and posterior probabilities occurred when Observed Distance Metric Pros was set to 100% HD max > 8 mm or Volume Metric Pros was set to 100% DICE < 0.80 (Table I) . "Re_pos_image" increased by 8-10% and "Treat" decreased by 9-10%. The second largest differences between Online IGRT Decision prior and posterior probabilities occurred when Observed Distance Metric Pros was set to 100% HD max ≤ 8 mm or Volume Metric PSV was set to 100% DICE > 0.60. "Re_pos_image" decreased by 6-7% and "Treat" increased by 6%. When both the prostate and PSV FAS variation thresholds were exceeded, the posterior probability of Online IGRT Decision "Re_-pos_image" increased from 29% to 43%.
3.B. BN and visualization tool (IGRT REV ) scenario testing
Treatment Plan Compliance posterior probabilities from the BN scenario testing are shown in Table II . For the additional 13 patient CBCT-planning CT registration test cases, where the calculated volume variation metrics and FAS scores were set as BN node states, 5/13 had a low expert TPC rank, 7/13 were ranked medium, and 1/13 was ranked high. For the medium expert ranked cases where Treatment Plan Compliance "Med" decreased to ≤60% and Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" increased to >35%, either or both the bladder and rectum and at least one of the prostate or PSV planned minimum or V100% doses did not receive the planned dose. There were two cases, Case 2 and Case 5, with a medium and low expert Underlined BN posterior probabilities are the volume variation metric root nodes with the largest differences from their prior probabilities when their states were set to 100% within the threshold or, 100% exceeding the threshold used in FAS TV_OAR calculation. Prior probability for Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" was 29%, "Med" was 67%, and "High" was 4%. Prior probability for Online IGRT Decision "Consult_RO" was 0%, "Re_pos_image" was 29%, "Re-image" was 0%, and "Treat" was 71%.
TPC rank, respectively, where the posterior probability for Treatment Plan Compliance "High" increased to 12% from the prior probability of 4%. This result is contrary to expected performance; Treatment Plan Compliance "High" should decrease. Interrogation of the instantiated nodes of the BN for both cases indicated that the FAS Bladd and FAS Rect were >0, while FAS Pros and FAS PSV were <0. The calculated FAS global was 61.5 for Case 2 and 54.9 for Case 5. BN predictions of online IGRT decision recommendations for the 13 CBCT-planning CT registrations were compared with expert ranking of TPC based on the dosimetric evaluation of the CBCT-planning registrations and resulting FAS global score calculations. The confusion matrix in Table III indicates the BN provided an incorrect online IGRT decision for only one of the 13 test cases used in the scenario testing. A recommendation to proceed with treatment was provided for Case 7, for which the expert TPC rank was low. Interrogation of the instantiated nodes of the BN for this case indicated that the prostate, bladder, and rectum volume variation metrics were within tolerance and their calculated FAS TV_OAR > 0. While neither of the PSV volume variation metrics were within tolerance and the FAS PSV < 0, the FAS global > 60 (calculated value = 69.8).
To evaluate BN performance with respect to "Online IGRT Decision" node posterior probabilities when ideal technical and patient compliance conditions are not met, the Times Imaged, Image Quality, Patient Compliance, and XRT Technique node states were altered one by one while keeping the FAS Global node state as per the calculated FAS global for each of the patient test cases. For Case 5, which had a low FAS global , Fig. 7(a) demonstrates "Re_pos_Image" posterior probability was 99% when ideal technical and patient compliance conditions were met. If the FAS global was calculated on a repeated CBCT image, "Consult_RO" posterior probability was 99% [ Fig. 7(b) ]. If a repeat CBCT had been taken and patient compliance was poor, "Treat" posterior probability was 99% [ Fig. 7(c) ]. If a repeat CBCT has been taken and its image quality was poor, then the "Re_Image" posterior probability was 99% [ Fig. 7(d) ].
When the IGRT REV summary Mollweide diff data and plots were reviewed, they provided complementary information that facilitated cross-checking of the BN target node posterior probabilities. This was of particular benefit in cases where the BN overestimated the probability of Treatment Plan Compliance "High" or provided an "Online IGRT Decision" node posterior probability recommending to proceed with treatment when in fact the patient should be repositioned or repeat their bladder and bowel preparation. The Mollweide plots for Case 5 (Fig. 8) , where an 8% increase in the BN's Treatment Plan Compliance "High" posterior probability did not reflect the FAS global of 54.9, present a scenario where the rectum on the CBCT was smaller than the planned volume and its anterior surface was 1 cm posterior to the planning CT after online image matching. The CBCT bladder was also considerably larger than the planned volume (>2 cm in the superior direction). This resulted in the entire PSV moving >1 cm posteriorly on the CBCT compared to the planning CT. Prostate rotation also occurred in the superior/inferior direction on the CBCT such that alignment with the planned prostate volume was >8 mm.
DISCUSSION
The BN presented in this paper was developed to support clinician decision-making during online CBCT-based IGRT for prostate cancer patients. BN modeling methods easily facilitated the inclusion of all the factors influencing TPC and the decision whether or not to proceed with treatment delivery after online CBCT-planning CT registration. All available sources of evidence such as clinician expertise, published studies and clinical data were able to be exploited to quantify the network. The ability to independently evaluate BN submodels allowed sensitivity analysis with and without the TV targeting error nodes. The IGRT REV tool's Mollweide diff summary data and plots complemented and provided a cross-check of the BN outputs. The plots were an effective tool for highlighting residual errors that may be close to exceeding or had exceeded volume variation tolerances, thus warranting closer inspection of the IGRT REV summary data. Scenario testing of the BN and the IGRT REV tool provided the opportunity to explore how both tools could be implemented clinically as part of a decision support system. Once online CBCT-planning CT registration is performed, volume variation metrics would be calculated, including those determined from the Mollweide plots. These metrics would then be used to calculate the FAS TV_OAR/global scores. These values along with the volume variation metrics and the technical and patient compliance conditions would be used to instantiate the relevant nodes in the BN with evidence. The posterior probabilities of the Treatment Plan Compliance and Online IGRT Decision target nodes would be examined in conjunction with the IGRT REV plots by RTs to inform their decision to proceed with treatment; re-image; reposition; repeat patient bladder and bowel preparation, or consult the RO. The Mollweide plots of the IGRT REV tool, while primarily used to date to measure tumor and OAR directional differences, 20 can be used as a complementary IGRT visualization tool with the BN.
The BN validation framework described by Pitchforth and Mengersen 33 recommends comparison of BN performance and target node outputs with outcomes of related published studies. Sensitivity and scenario testing without the TV targeting error nodes facilitated direct comparison of BN performance with expert opinion as well as published studies. Dosimetric studies evaluating delivered dose after soft-tissue CBCT-based image guidance have found that the prostate and PSV will typically receive the planned V95%. 34, 35 However, PSV inclusion within the PTV is more likely to be negatively impacted by large bladder and rectal volume differences than the prostate. 36 ROs and RTs who completed the prostate IGRT survey indicated that both the CBCT prostate and PSV volumes must be within the PTV after online soft-tissue matching in order to proceed with treatment delivery (C. Hargrave, T. Deegan, M Poulsen, T. Bednarz, F. Harden and K. Mengersen, unpublished results). Therefore, BN performance, where the prostate and PSV metrics most influenced the decision to treat, and rectum and PSV metrics most influenced the probability of TPC, is as expected given the results of the prostate IGRT survey and the evidence in the literature.
However, scenario testing using the 13 test patient cases identified a situation where BN performance was not as expected. If the bladder and rectum volume variation metrics are within tolerance and their calculated FAS > 0, and the prostate and PSV volume variation metrics exceed tolerance and their calculated FAS < 0, then increases in the posterior probability for Treatment Plan Compliance "High" were higher than any increase observed for patient cases classified as having a high or medium expert TPC rank. This may be due to the bladder-and rectum-related nodes in the network having the most influence on their connected nodes, as per the BN sensitivity analysis results. There was only one case where BN outputs for the target nodes provided a false-positive Treatment Plan Compliance "Med", and an Online IGRT Decision target node recommendation to proceed with treatment, when expert ranked TPC was low. The BN outputs were influenced by the calculated FAS, in particular the FAS global which was >60 for this patient case. While the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive power of the FAS TV_OAR/global was on average >80%, misclassification of TPC will occur in some cases. Therefore, it is recommended that closer examination of the IGRT REV tool Mollweide diff summary data and plots is required for all cases where Treatment Plan Compliance "Med" decreases to ≤60% and Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" increases to >35% to ensure prostate and PSV CBCT volume differences are within tolerance.
The prior probabilities of the BN without the TV targeting error nodes are reflective of the patient data used to quantify the network. The practice of repeating bladder and bowel preparation followed by a repeat CBCT is routinely implemented in the clinical setting. However for the fractions where a repeat CBCT was taken, only the first CBCT was included in the FAS modeling in order to capture maximum interfraction patient variability. Peng et al.'s 37 dosimetric evaluation of CBCT-based prostate IGRT found that 30% of treatment fractions, where large deformations and rotations were caused by bladder and rectum volume differences, were not able to be adequately corrected. This supports the Treatment Plan Compliance "Low" prior probability of 29%. Repeated FAS and CPT modeling that included the second CBCT may increase the prior probability of Treatment Plan Compliance "Med" and "High".
The TV targeting error nodes were included in the BN to model intrafraction motion, contouring, and couch shift errors which all may be introduced after CBCT image acquisition, thus changing the volume variation metrics used to calculate the FAS TV_OAR and FAS global . The simulated CPTs for the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV resulted in prior probabilities of corrected HD max > 8 mm of 100% and 98% for the prostate and PSV, respectively. When various states of their root and parent nodes are set there is minimal change in the posterior probabilities of the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes. This can indicate that the states of the TV targeting error nodes or the data used to generate the CPTs need to be further evaluated. 9, 33 For example, node states for Image Analysis Time were >5/≤5 min, based on Kron et al.'s 23 study that reported a departmental policy that image analysis time should be <5 min. However, Li et al. 7 reported a mean image analysis time for genitourinary cancers (inclusive of prostate cancer patients) of approximately 90 s, strongly supporting a change of Image Analysis Time node states to >1.5/≤1.5 min.
An alternative modeling approach to the one used in this study, where cumulative targeting errors were added to a simulated distribution based on observed prostate and PSV HD max values, is the one used by Herschtal et al. 38 to model personalized adaptive PTV margins. Instead of using a 2.5 cm radius sphere to represent the prostate and using applied couch shift corrections to update margin widths and PTV centroid positions, actual CBCT prostate and seminal vesicle contours could be modified via expanding and contracting them as per the values from the simulated distributions of intrafraction, contouring, and couch shift error. This would more adequately model the CPTs for the Corrected Distance Metric Pros/PSV nodes as well as facilitate modeling of CPTs for additional Corrected Volumetric Pros/PSV nodes. The addition of cumulative targeting errors was not able to be used to model corrections for observed prostate and PSV DICE values.
Future evaluation and development of the online IGRT BN presented in this paper would require validation with significantly more test cases than those used in this paper. The use of different states for some of the targeting error nodes as well as the TV and OAR volume variation metric nodes need to be considered with respect to BN performance. Also BN predictive performance may be improved if more than two node states are used for some of these network variables. The IGRT REV tool data can also facilitate tracking of daily volume differences and determine systematic errors that require plan adaption. The online IGRT BN can be extended to predict cumulative TPC and to provide advice about when plan adaption is required. Daily online adaptive radiotherapy can improve treatment accuracy by modifying the planned treatment to correct for large organ deformations and rotations prior to treatment delivery. However, it is resource intensive and is yet to overcome workflow issues, limiting its routine clinical implementation. 39, 40 Studies have indicated that when a combination of online repositioning and offline or online adaptive radiotherapy is used, plan adaption is not required for all patients or treatment fractions. 41 Ideally the fully developed decision support system for prostate CBCTbased IGRT incorporating the BN and IGRT REV tool would assist clinicians to optimize online repositioning as well as support plan adaption decision-making. For the BN and IGRT REV tool presented in this study to be implemented clinically, automated CBCT contouring and an integrated software approach are required.
CONCLUSION
A novel decision support BN modeling the complexity associated with online CBCT-based prostate IGRT has been developed. The BN provides probabilistic advice regarding daily treatment plan compliance and recommendations as to whether to proceed with treatment. The IGRT REV Mollweide plots can be used to provide a global graphical summary of residual errors that complement the probabilistic advice provided by the BN. This study has demonstrated that both the BN and the developed IGRT REV tool provide a framework for a decision support system for online CBCT-based IGRT for prostate cancer patients. Alternate approaches to modeling TV targeting errors need to be explored as well as extension of the BN to support offline IGRT decisions related to adaptive radiotherapy.
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